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Book Descriptions:

braun 4041 coffee grinder manual

Please remember to keep your Braun coffee grinder out of the reach of children. Repairs or the
replacement of the mains cord must only be done by authorised service personnel. Faulty,
unqualified repair work may cause considerable hazards to the user. Do not fill coffee beans
beyound the brim of the unit a. To start the coffee grinder b, replace the transparent lid Longer
operation does not result in a finer grind but simply overheats the coffee resulting in loss of aroma.
You will soon find your desired consistency of grind. Setzen Sie den Klarsichtdeckel 2 auf Es handelt
siInnerhalb 2 kann von Hand gespult werden; dieser GaranDo not fill coffee beans beyound the brim
of the unit a.Within the guarantee period dishwasher. The grinding area in the we will eliminate,
free of charge, any motor part 1 should be cleaned with defects in the appliance resulting from a
small brush. Wipe the motor part 1 faults in materiL’arret se laisser a la portee des enfants. fait Le
reser Pendant la duree de la garantie, Braun voir a grains du blocmoteur 1 est a prendra
gratuitement a sa charge la nettoyer a l’aide d’une petite brosse, reparation des vices de fabrication
ou Presionar el interruptor 3 para que se ponga en funcionamiento procesar cantidades normales en
el hogar. Mantenga el aparato fuera b. Para pararlo, simplemente deje de presiLimpie el cuerpo del
defecto del aparato imputable tanto a Apos colocar a tampa transparentePulizia Staccate sempre la
spina prima di Nel periodo di garanzia verranno pulire l’apparecchio. Il coperchio eliminati,
gratuitamente, i guasti trasparente 2 si puo lavare a mano; dell’apparecchio conseguenti a difetti
non lavatelo Selve egen regning afhjlpe fabrikations og mollen pa motordelen 1 bor rengores
materialefejl efter vort skon gennem med en lille borste. Motordelen bor reparation eller ombytn. As
a general rule of thumb, for drip grind, use 10 seconds per cup. For a medium grind, depress the lid
for approximately 1520 seconds.http://cdosfera.rinethost.ru/userfiles/crackdown-manual-pdf.xml

braun 4041 coffee grinder manual, braun 4041 coffee grinder manual, braun 4041
coffee grinder manual download, braun 4041 coffee grinder manual pdf, braun 4041
coffee grinder manual instructions, braun 4041 coffee grinder manual free, braun
coffee grinder 4041 manual.

For a fine grind, use 2530 seconds. The lid can be washed in warm soapy water. On the KMM30,
bean receptacles can be put in the dishwasher. You can also clean the opening with the cleaning
brush or a pipe cleaner. The electrostatic charge of the beans is different from the electrostatic
charge of the plastic. We suggest rinsing the lid or bean receptacle in cold water prior to use to cut
down on the static charge on the plastic. Too coarse means underextraction and weak coffee not
containing a full and balanced flavor. Further, if the ground is too fine, the filter can get clogged
causing possible overflow. Best is a mediumsized ground. Some prepacked coffees, especially when
packed in a vacuum deliver the same freshness, but as soon as you open the pack, the coffee looses
the aroma when it gets in contact with light and air. Therefore, you should grind only the amount
that you need for immediate use and store the beans airtight in a dark place. Similar models may be
sold with different specifications or attachments in different markets. The transparent lid 2 can be
washed by hand; do not clean it in the dishwasher. The grinding area in the motor part 1 should be
cleaned with a small brush. Le couvercle trans parent 2 peut etre nettoye a la main mais non au
lavevaisselle. La tapa transparente 2 puede lavarse a mano; no lo ponga en el lavavajillas. El
recipiente del cuerpo del aparato 1 debe limpiarse con un pequeno cepillo. Para medicao correcta
adicional utilize a calibracao 4 no lado da tampa transparente. Nota Para sabor adicional, recomen
dase a moagem dos graos de cafe imediatamente antes de se fazer o cafe. Pulizia Staccate sempre la
spina prima di pulire l’apparecchio. Reinigen Haal voor het reinigen altijd de stekker uit het
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stopkontakt. Det gennem sigtige lag 2 bor vaskes i handen; taler ikke opvaskemaskine. Selve mollen
pa motordelen 1 bor rengores med en lille borste. Motorenhetens 1 kaffebeholder skal rengjores
med en liten borste.http://cihangunduz.com/userfiles/cracker-barrel-training-manual.xml

Tork motorenheten med en fuktig klut. Oikeus muutoksiin pidatetaan.Kristalycukor daralasara nem
alkalmas. Be sure to check that it is the user manual to exactly the device that you are looking for. In
our database Braun 4041 it belongs to the category Coffee Grinder. A user manualBraun 4041 is
taken from the manufacturer, a Braun company it is an official document, so if you have any doubts
as to its contents, please contact the manufacturer of the device Braun 4041 directly. You can view
the user manualBraun 4041 directly online or save and store it on your computer.To start the coffee
To stop it, If you have any questions, you can ask them in the form below. Other users viewing this
website will have the opportunity to help you solve your probem with Braun 4041. Remember that
you can also share the solution. If you solved the problem yourself, please write the solution to the
problem with Braun 4041 you will surely help many users by doing so.Ask a question our users can
help you. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and
we don’t sell your information to others. Used Very GoodPlease try again.Please try again.In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search
again later.The Braun KSM2 Coffee Grinder makes this new level of gourmet pleasure possible
simply, reliably and with complete safety.

150 watt motor Graduated measuring scale Convenient cord storage Also great for finely chopping
nuts Color BLACKThe details are what make this grinder exceptional The lid is transparent for
monitoring the grind, and has two downpointing ribs to guide beans toward the blades for even
grinding. The design of the stainlesssteel blades, combined with the 150watt motor, means beans
can be ground quickly without overheating and spoiling the coffees taste. For safety, the grinder will
not work unless the lid is securely in place and locked down. Finally, the power cord wraps around
the grinders bottom for neat storage. Clad in elegant black, the grinder carries a oneyear warranty
against defects. Fred Brack Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned
model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a
rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Customer 5.0 out of 5 stars For some salads, we use peanut
and dried shrimp powder. We have this machine for more than 4 years grinding powder of dried
shrimps, peanuts, other nuts, roasted cumin, red pepper, black pepper, etc., everything other than
coffee though its quite small. Im not a coffee lover so I dont grind coffee with this machine. I use
instant coffee if I want to drink coffee. After grinding, I just washed it with soap and water carefully
not to get wet outside of this grinder and wipe dry. No smell of earlier items left such as from cumin,
I can grind coffee if I want, without mixing smells. It takes only a few seconds to grind dried
shrimps. I also tried Cuisinart DLC2ABC Mini Prep Plus for grinding powder but it didnt even grind
panuts and had to return it. If you want to grind powder for Asian food, this is a life saver.

http://www.bosport.be/newsletter/3zz-fe-manual-pdf

Ive always had good luck with Braun appliances, so chose this sleek and easy little grinder, which is
simple to operate and clean; it only has one lever, with the fineness of the grind determined by how
long you press it down, and the progress is visible through the clear top. Cleaning is a snap The top
rinses out, and a swipe with a paper towel cleans out the grinding cup, which is part of the
motorized section, and the bottom has a handy spool for use as a cord wrap. Now my little kitchen
area is permeated with the smell of fresh coffee, my lattes taste better than ever, and I have the new
adventure of trying out different types of beans, and delight in the wondrous world of gourmet
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coffee !Why do manufacturers make the cord so short do they think we have plugs all over our
homes. This is an update, bought in Nov 2017, and it already gave up the ghost. The first one lasted
for years. So upset that now another one has to be bought.I use a French Press pot which requires
corser ground coffee than other pots, so that means no preground coffee for this girl. With the
Braun,I can individualize the grind and have a great cup of coffee. The grinder is easy to use, and
clean. Its cord winding is all manual. You twist it up around the bottom. Other grinders have a cord
that must be pushed back and pulled out. 9 ot of 10 0f them dont retract or come out to plug in the
electrical socket. I keep my appliances stored in a cabinet, which means cord neatness is necessary.
The color of the grinder is not a big deal. Black was cheeper so that is why I chose it over white, or
silver.Makes my coffee taste delicious. I keep mine in the cabinet beside the coffee because I hate
stuff on the counter. With the shorter cord and convenient area to wrap the cord, its so simple just to
put it in the cabinet next to the filters. I have not one gripe about this nifty little grinder. I cant
imagine how it could or should be better.It took just a few minutes to grind a pound of coffee.

http://gulzarihacegandergisi.com/images/7mgte-service-manual.pdf

We are very pleased. Thanks again Amazon CatherineThe unit grinds beans to a nice uniform size in
short order. The only thing I dont like about this guy is that the hopper holds a rather small amount
of beans. Not a big deal for us, but a limitation to consider I suppose. Given the price, this is an
excellent value and I would not hesitate to purchase this unit again. The only reason I dont give it 5
stars is because of the hopper size.So far so good. The cleaning is really not too bad once you get
used to it. Just wipe with a damp towel and dry up with another towel. It grinds better when you
have a minimum of 3 tablespoons of beans.Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out
of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Saying no will not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more
repetitive.Please update to the latest version. Both registration and sign in support using Google and
Facebook accounts. Escape will close this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may
change your preferences in your account settings.Learn more Hairstyling Set in Box. Plastic Orange.
Designed by Weiss Gruebel Haase. Dieter Rams era. Space ageMade in GermanyPlease Log in to
subscribe.Register to confirm your address. The Sponsored Listings displayed above are served
automatically by a third party. Neither the service provider nor the domain owner maintain any
relationship with the advertisers. In case of trademark issues please contact the domain owner
directly contact information can be found in whois. If you are here, it was rather the case. However,
you are not the only person having problems with keeping the operation manual of all household
devices. Below are few guidelines regarding how and why you should collect the product manuals.

http://jms-stavebni.com/images/7mgte-service-manual-pdf.pdf

However, we believe that the manuals should include the most important and needed information
about Braun 4041, not to discourage the user to read. Obviously, if a device Braun 4041 has multiple
advanced functions, we will not avoid a high amount of information in this document. Then, it will be
much easier to find it than look through the purchase boxes which have already been thrown away
by you or any other of household members. It will be enough to clear the drawer once in a year and
throw away any manuals of the devices you do not use anymore. Thus, you can avoid storing any
unnecessary documents and keep only those which are valid. You can also download and print the
manual Braun 4041 to place it in your drawer. Ask your question here. Provide a clear and
comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for your
issue and question, the easier it will be for other Braun KSM2 owners to properly answer your
question. Ask a question This manual comes under the category Coffee makers and has been rated
by 1 people with an average of a 9. This manual is available in the following languages English,
Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Swedish, Portuguese, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Turkish,
Hungarian, Slovene, Croatian. Do you have a question about the Braun KSM2 or do you need help.
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Ask your question here Braun KSM2 specifications Brand This bestbefore date applies as long as the
bag is closed.If the coffee beans are very finely ground you will have a stronger taste and if the grind
is coarser you will have a milder taste.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual
you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more
than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product
you are looking for.

Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can
instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. Something went wrong.Get the
item you ordered or your money back.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Something went wrong. This was the perfect fix. Made of goo quality.
Cancel Thanks, well look into this. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. View cart for details. Sell on eBay Sell Coffee
Grinders User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Among their popular products are the Braun coffee grinders. There is a variation in the Braun coffee
grinders and each of these coffee grinder has its own features according to your desires. The first
thing in the morning or when you are back from work, the delicious aroma and the fresh taste of the
coffee makes you feel energetic and fresh. A cup of homemade coffee with the beans you grinded
yourself manually in one of the Braun coffee grinders will give you the taste you want. These coffee
grinders are simply ideal for coffeeaddicts. The various Braun coffee grinders include Braun 3045
coffee grinder Braun 4041 coffee grinder Braun 4045 or KMM20 Braun 3045 or KMM30 Braun 4041
or KSM2 Aromatic Coffee Grinder Braun 4041 or KSM4. Advertisement They are both available in
new as well as in used models through this site. The best thing about this model is the safety that it
will not start automatically until the lid is secured. Braun Coffee Grinder Parts When you have made
up your mind to buy a Braun grinder machine, you need to make sure that you have the receipt and
the warranty card for the after sale services.

www.andeanskyline.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162707e982d
730---bostitch-framing-nailer-f21pl-manual.pdf

Also make sure that it has the Braun coffee grinder parts available and if there is some fault in the
machine, you may find the replacement part. So make sure you check all these things and you do not
end up having a coffee grinder from a cheap store which gets broken after sometime and have no
guarantee from the store. Also make sure that the coffee maker you are buying is original Braun
made and not a copy of Braun as it will not have a warranty and would be of cheaper material. READ
Braun Grinder Review KSM2 or KMM30 The Best Burr Grinder Coffee Maker. Braun Coffee Grinder
Replacement Parts. Advertisement You will not be required to buy the whole new machine again,
simply get the broken tool from the Braun coffee grinder parts by entering the model number of the
machine. You can find the replacement part of each of the above given models on this site. By simply
clicking on the model number, you will be directed to the parts page where you will find each and
every part along with the price however there are some parts which are not available. You can also
get the replacement parts from the Braun store directly. Braun Burr Grinder Among the various
Braun coffee grinders, the Braun burr coffee grinder is the most famous and the most purchased
Braun product in the market today. In this grinder, you will find two very fine stainless steel blades
that will grind your coffee to a much higher standard than other burr coffee grinders available in the
market today. The upper blade rotates at a set speed while the other blades remain stable beneath
the coffee beans and due to this reason a very high quality flavored coffee is produced from it. The
blade in the burr grinder rotates at a slow speed but it is faster than the other conical burr grinders.
The reason for having the lesser speed is that less heat is produced at the time of grinding due to
which more flavor gets preserved in the coffee.

http://dag.ru/www.andeanskyline.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162707e982d730---bostitch-framing-nailer-f21pl-manual.pdf
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Besides when the blades rotate at a slower speed, the less beans will cling to the inside of the coffee
grinder and this will make the cleaning process easier. READ Mendo Mulcher Grinder Review The
Best Metal Weed, Pot Or Spice Grinder For Sale. Braun Coffee Grinder Manual With each Braun
coffee grinder, you will get a free Braun coffee grinder manual which will help you to operate the
machine easily. Usually there is no tough work involved in the process of the grinding the coffee
beans yet the manual book is added so that the machine can he handled as required and less
damage is occurred. If you have lost your coffee grinder manual and you need to look for something
important then you can find your model’s coffee grinder manual from Braun’s site. Advertisement
You can also get the lid from Amazon. It is also recommended to contact the seller from where you
have bought the coffee grinder or you can directly visit the Braun site for getting the genuine
grinder lid. The main features of this product are as follows There is a stainless steel blade used
Contains a transparent lid There is a safety switch which allows one hand operation Particular space
for cable storage 220 Volts and 150 Watt motor Total weight of the unit is 3 lbs.As plenty of people
say that there is some noise of the machine when it grinds but it is not what wakes up the family, it
is the smell of the fresh coffee which forces the family to leave the beds. If you drink coffee than a
Braun coffee grinder is a must for you so that whether you are at home or at office, you can make
the fresh grounded coffee and can enjoy the fresh aromatic coffee. Advertisement There are a lot of
questions out there asked about all aspects of this topic and thats where we come in, to answer them
quickly and helpfully.

Latest posts by Jeremy D see all AIRCAT 1150 VS NitroCat 1200K Which One’s For You July 10,
2019 Kubota L3901 Tractor Review The Power and Versatility You Want June 30, 2019 Kubota
B2650 Package Deals and MORE You Need to Know June 30, 2019 Related Posts One of them is
Hario grinder.It has recently started to leak grounds via the hole where the electric cable enters the
grinder. I can’t see how grounds are getting there. I also can’t see how to get the grinder apart.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Categories Air Compressors Car Tools Clean Room
Concrete Coolers Drills Fencing Flashlights Garage Garden Tools Gauges Grinders Hand Tools
Knives Lathe Misc Other Tools Power Tools Sandblasters Sanders Saws Switches Tape Measures
Tool Boxes Tractors Vacuums Welding Woodworking. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Ok. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods.
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new
window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully This item may be a floor
model or store return that has been used. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of
any imperfections. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to
your location. Please enter a valid postcode.

Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. If you dont follow our item condition policy for
returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right
to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont
match the sellers description. More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. As the situation
develops, deliveries may take longer. More detailsAs the situation develops, deliveries may take
longer. More detailsLid ksm 2 coffee grinder 4041 spare part Prices subject to change.You can
choose whether to manage these or allow them all. View Cookie Policy. You can choose whether to
manage these or allow them all. See our cookies page for more information. For example theyre
used to recognise you when you return to our website. If you do not allow these cookies then some



or all of these services may not function properly.We use this data to customise the marketing
content you see on websites, apps and social media. They also help us understand the performance
of our marketing activities. These cookies are set by us or our carefullyselected third parties. Tell
Your Story You dont get overheated coffee grinds which would remove some of the aroma and taste.
These beans come out freshly ground and make great tasting coffee. You can watch the grinder
doing its work with the transparent lid, which also has a graduated measuring scale. Grinder is
inexpensive and easy to clean even though it is not dishwasher safe. The machine is available in
either white or black, so it will match most kitchen decor.For questions please be specific. If asking
a question on merchandise, please give as much information as possible. Such as the brand, make,
model, where purchased, etc. You can wrap a word in square brackets to make it appear bold. TIP
Since most people scan Web pages, include your best thoughts in your first paragraph. Great! Click
the button and find it on your computer.

Then select it. Durch unsachgemae Reparaturen konnen erhebliche Gefahren fur den Benutzer ent
stehen. Setzen Sie den Klarsichtdeckel 2 auf das Motorteil 1 und drucken Sie den Schalter 3. Damit
schalten Sie die Braun KSM 2 ein b; zum Ausschalten einfach den Schalter loslassen. Die
nachstehenden Empfehlungen sollten Ihnen helfen, verschiedene Kaffee mengen richtig zu mahlen
Es empfiehlt sich, nicht langer als 30 Sekunden zu mahlen. Langere MahlZeiten liefern kein feineres
Mahl gut, sondern uberhitzen nur den Kaffee und beeintrachtigen so sein Aroma. Sie werden den
Feinheitsgrad des Kaffeemehls, der Ihnen am besten zusagt, schnell selbst herausfinden. Nach dem
Mahlen nehmen Sie den Klarsichtdeckel 2 ab und leeren das Kaffeemehl aus. Wenn Sie es zunachst
in den Klarsichtdeckel einfullen c, hilft Ihnen die Mengenmarkierung 4, die benotigte Menge
genauer zu dosieren.Reinigen Vor dem Reinigen immer den Netz stecker ziehen. Der Klarsichtdeckel
2 kann von Hand gespult werden; nicht in der Spulmaschine reinigen. Den Mahlbehalter im
Motorteil 1 konnen Sie mit einem Pinsel saubern. Das Gehause des Motorteils wischen Sie lediglich
mit einem feuchten Lappen ab. Kabelaufwicklung Die Kabelaufwicklung 6 dient zum Verstauen des
Netzkabels. Anderungen vorbehalten. Dieses Gerat darf am Ende seiner Lebensdauer nicht mit dem
Hausmull entsorgt wer den. Die Entsorgung kann uber den Braun Kundendienst oder lokal ver
fugbare Ruckgabe und Sammel systeme erfolgen. Innerhalb dieser Garantiezeit beseitigen wir nach
unserer Wahl durch Reparatur oder Austausch des Gerates unentgeltlich alle Mangel, die auf
Material oder Herstellungsfehlern beruhen. Die Garantie kann in allen Landern in Anspruch
genommen werden, in denen dieses Braun Gerat von uns autorisiert verkauft wird. Von der Garantie
sind ausgenommen Schaden durch unsachgemaen Gebrauch, normaler Verschlei.

Bei Eingriffen durch nicht von uns autorisierte Braun Kundendienstpart ner sowie bei Verwendung
anderer als Original Braun Ersatzteile erlischt die Garantie. Im Garantiefall senden Sie das Gerat
mit Kaufbeleg bitte an einen autori sierten Braun Kundendienstpartner.Faulty, unqualied r epair
work may cause considerable hazards to the user. Do not fill coffee beans beyound the brim of the
unit a. As a general guide, the chart below provides suggested bean quantities and recommends
grinding time It is recommended not to continue grinding for more than 30 seconds. Longer
operation does not result in a finer grind but simply overheats the coffee resulting in loss of aroma.
After grinding your coffee take off the transparent lid 2 from the motor part 1 and pour out the
coffee grounds c. For additional accuracy use the calibrations 4 on the side of the transparent lid.
Note For optimal flavour, it is recommended to grind coffee beans immediately before brewing.
Cups of coffee 125 ml Amount of beans table spoon Approx.The transparent lid 2 can be washed by
hand; do not clean it in the dishwasher. Wipe the motor part 1 with a damp cloth only. Cord storage
The coffee grinder features a cord storage area 6 at the base of motor part 1. Excess cord may be
wrapped around the base. Subject to chance without notice. Please do not dispose of the product in
the household waste at the end of its useful life. Disposal can take place at a Braun Service Centre
or at appropriate collection points provided in your country. Guarantee We grant 2 years guarantee
on the product commencing on the date of purchase. Within the guarantee period we will eliminate,



free of charge, any defects in the appliance resulting from faults in materials or workmanship, either
by repairing or replacing the complete appliance as we may choose. This guarantee extends to every
country where this appliance is supplied by Braun or its appointed distributor.

This guarantee does not cover damage due to improper use, normal wear or use as well as defects
that have a negligible effect on the value or operation of the appliance. The guarantee becomes void
if repairs are undertaken by unauthorised persons and if original Braun parts are not used. To obtain
service within the guarantee period, hand in or send the complete appliance with your sales receipt
to an authorised Braun Customer Service Centre.L’arret se fait en relachant le commutateur. La
tableau cidessous vous suggere la duree de mouture en fonction de la quantite de grains. Il est
recommande de ne pas con tinuer a moudre apres 30 secondes. Une utilisation plus longue
n’affinerait pas davantage la mouture mais sur chaufferait le cafe qui perdrait de son arome. Vous
trouverez rapidement votre mouture ideale. Une fois le cafe moulu, retirer le couvercle transparent
2 du bloc moteur 1 et prelever le cafe moulu c. Pour une precision supplementaire, utiliser le
reglage 4 situe sur le cote du couvercle transparent. Note Pour degager le meilleur le l’arome, il est
recommande de moudre les grains juste avant la preparation du cafe.Le couvercle trans parent 2
peut etre nettoye a la main mais non au lavevaisselle. Le reser voir a grains du blocmoteur 1 est a
nettoyer a l’aide d’une petite brosse, et le blocmoteur a l’aide d’un chiffon humide uniquement.
Rangement du cordon Le mulin a cafe dispose d’une aire de rangement du cordon 6 a la base du
blocmoteur 1. L’excedent de cordon peutetre enroule autour de la base. A la fin de vie de votre
appareil, veuillez ne pas le jeter avec vos dechets menagers. Remettez le a votre Centre Service
agree Braun ou deposezle dans des sites de recuperation appropries conforme ment aux
reglementations locales ou nationales en vigueur. Garantie Nous accordons une garantie de 2 ans
sur ce produit, a partir de la date dachat.
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